System for simultaneous measurements of bilaterally symmetrical acupoints multifrequency impedances
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Abstract: Devices which can obtain comparable bilaterally symmetrical acupuncture (BSA) multifrequency impedances (MFI) are often needed in the detection of the energy balance states of acupoints in traditional Chinese medicine. To satisfy these needs, a two-channel impedance measurement system has been introduced which is capable of accurately and simultaneously measuring BSA MFI. The system includes a set of five electrodes, two of which are injected with exciting current signal to synchronously and equally excite BSA; the other three electrodes are used as sensors to simultaneously sense the response signal from both sides. The system also includes a PC-based time-domain signal testing platform with arbitrary current waveform generation and three channels (one exciting current and two response voltages) simultaneously sampling, and a set of MFI simultaneously unbiased computing algorithms based on special odd multisine current signal input. Preliminary validating experiments suggest that the system allows accurate and synchronous measurement of BSA MFI at least in the frequency range of 10 Hz to 60 kHz, and the obtained BSA MFI are well comparable.
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Introduction

Traditional Chinese medicine believes that there are 12 primary meridian channels connecting the internal organs, body trunk, and the limbs together. Qi (subtle vital energy) and blood, which is generated in internal organs, is circulated to the whole body by these channels to nourish the body and maintain life. Acupuncture points (acupoints), mostly being located along the 12 channels and being an important component of meridians, “function like miniature electrical relay stations along a vast power line, helping to maintain the flow of energy along each meridian.”

The morphological structure of each meridian channel is bilaterally geometrically symmetrical to the center of the body (though it may not be exactly symmetrical because of the inexact symmetry of the shape of the body). The locations of acupoints on 12 channels are also bilaterally symmetrical. The two symmetrical acupoints are called bilaterally symmetrical acupoints (BSA), and are always named with the same name.

If the Qi can circulate unblocked to all parts of the body and the level of Qi in BSA is balanced, then the body is healthy. If the Qi in one channel is imbalanced, then the related organs will be prone to illness.

How to reliably measure the balance states of Qi and blood in BSA to acquire the health conditions of internal organs is an important subject in modern study on meridians.
Electrical impedance is a simple, noninvasive, and effective method to detect the physiological status of biological tissue in modern biomedical engineering. This method is also a commonly used method to detect the energy balance states of acupoints in traditional Chinese medicine.

Through measurement and comparison of the two resistances of BSA, it is found that the acquired resistance imbalanced values are related to the energy balance states of their corresponding meridian channels and internal organs. A reasonable interpretation of these findings in the viewpoint of modern biomedical engineering is that the imbalanced values result from the physiological differences between the two BSA. Therefore, these findings can provide scientific evidence for the substantiation of energy balance theory of the meridian, and have the potential to be used to constitute a kind of quantitative and objective index for the diagnosis of internal organ diseases.

To further confirm and apply the relative experimental results, measuring devices which can acquire accurate and comparable BSA multifrequency impedances (MFI) are required. Ryodoraku and electroacupuncture According to Voll (EAV) are the two main categories of devices often used. But these devices are inadequate in practical application. From a technical standpoint, the main inadequacies are as follows:

1. Since the electrode schemes used for impedance measurements are usually two-electrode techniques in the two devices mentioned above, measurement errors resulting from unstable electrode contact impedances (UECI) are hard to be prevented to invisible level;
2. Less information is obtained, because only direct current resistance or single-frequency impedances are detected;
3. BSA impedances which are asynchronously measured are less comparable because human body pathophysiological states and their corresponding impedances change with time.

In order to overcome the inadequacies above to achieve accurate and comparable BSA MFI, measuring devices capable of simultaneous high-precision measurement of BSA two-channel MFI are needed. However, devices equipped with all these functions are scarce.

The purpose of this paper was, therefore, to study a new measuring system to satisfy these requirements. First, a five-electrode technique used for BSA impedances simultaneous measurement was studied. Measuring errors caused by the UECI will be greatly reduced for measurements based on these five-electrode techniques. We also studied a time-based two-channel and MFI simultaneous testing platform, including hardware setup and high-precision MFI computing algorithms. Finally, two validating examples were given.

**Electrode schemes for BSA impedances synchronous measurement**

**Definition of BSA impedances**

In Ryodoraku and EAV devices, BSA impedances are defined as the impedances of subcutaneous tissues between the measured acupoints and one palm (right or left). When measuring, the common electrode (reference electrode) is held immobile in one palm, and the measuring electrode is placed on the measured acupoints. Because the distances between the measured BSA and the common point are not equal, the acquired BSA impedances are not comparable. In this paper, the common point is set on a point on the midline of the body (usually on the acupoint of Dazhui [GV14]) so the common points are equal in distance from BSA, allowing us to compare BSA impedances with each other.

**Five-electrode techniques**

For convenience, BSA equivalent impedances of the upper limbs are noted as $Z_L$ and $Z_R$, respectively, and lower limbs’ impedances are noted as $Z_{LL}$ and $Z_{RL}$, respectively. A new BSA impedance synchronous measurement five-electrode technique was presented, which included an exciting electrode ($P_x$), a ground electrode ($P_g$), a common electrode ($P_c$), and two bilateral measuring electrodes ($P_L$ and $P_R$). The electrodes were positioned as follows: $P_c$ was placed at the common point; $P_L$ and $P_R$ were placed at the two BSA to be measured (usually at bilateral Source acupoints); $P_L/P_R$ were placed at the acupoints on the meridian line equal to $P_g$ at its outer side (usually at Well acupoints). Alternating constant current is injected between the $P_L$ and $P_R$ electrodes. Left and right meridian segments are connected in series in the current loop. The current flowing in two meridian segments is synchronous and equal, while two channel voltages are simultaneously measured between $P_L$ and $P_R$ and between $P_L$ and $P_R$. Then, according to Ohm’s Law, BSA impedances are synchronously detected. The synchronous measuring schematic diagram (Figure 1) demonstrates an example of the measurements of a pair of Source acupoints impedances.

The impedances of any two meridian segments connected in series (such as the meridian lines on forearm and postbrachium) can also be synchronously detected using the
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**Hardware and software system setup**

Traditionally, there are two kinds of impedance measuring methods: the frequency domain method and the time domain method. MFI are asynchronously measured using the former and synchronously measured using the latter, so the latter usually takes less time than the former. Because BSA electrical properties change over time, the BSA MFI ought to be synchronously and quickly measured in order to improve MFI comparability; the experimental system was designed for this requirement.

The hardware setup, as shown in Figure 2, includes an upper personal computer, a multichannel signal simultaneous sampling card (NI PCI-6115, National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA), arbitrary waveforms generator (Hantek DDS-3005, Hantek, Qingdao, Shandong, People’s Republic of China), voltage-controlled current source (based on the chip of AD844), preamplifier circuits (based on the chip of INA116), and five Ag/AgCl electrodes. The software platform was developed based on MATLAB 7 DAQ Toolbox (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).

With this system, both BSA response voltages and the exciting current are synchronously sampled. Even these three-channel signals can be continuously sampled if the hard disk’s capability is limitless. These functions will improve subsequent high accuracy impedance computation.

BSA MFI simultaneous computing methods

The exciting signal is selected as a band-limited multisine waveform in which only the amplitudes of special-odd frequency components are nonzero, as in Equation 1:

\[
i(t) = \sum_{q=0}^{N-1} \sqrt{2} \left[ P_{2q+1} \sin(2\pi(8q+1)t/T + \phi_{2q+1}) + P_{2q+2} \sin(2\pi(8q+3)t/T + \phi_{2q+2}) \right]
\]

where the period of multisine is \(T\) and \(i(t)\) contain \(2N\) sinusoids; \(P_k\) and \(\phi_k\) are root mean square and phases of the \(k\)th sinusoid, respectively; \(k = 1, \ldots, 2N\); \(P_k\) are set to be equally positive numbers; and \(\phi_k\) is the result of minimization of the peak factor of \(i(t)\). Compared with the waveforms of square, rand, and PRBS, the signal of Equation 1 has the advantages of no spectra leak (integer period sampling), less interharmonic distortion, easy acquisition of high signal-to-noise ratio, and so on.

In reality, the sampled exciting signal and response signal are unavoidably subjected to random noise and the effect of gain mismatches among different channels (GMADC). Highly accurate MFI are hard to be calcu-
lated directly with Ohm’s law. To realize a highly accurate calculation of MFI, these two kinds of noises must be eliminated. According to the advantages of the exciting signal, multicycle averaging denoise algorithm and channel-gain-error-compensated method were adopted to achieve a highly accurate calculation of MFI, as seen in Equation 2 (in frequency domain):

\[ \hat{Z}(j\omega) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \hat{V}_m(j\omega) = \frac{\hat{V}(j\omega)}{\hat{I}(j\omega)} \cdot H_f(j\omega) \]  

where \( \hat{V}(j\omega) \) and \( \hat{I}(j\omega) \) are the spectra of \( m \)th periods of observed exciting current and output voltage, respectively; \( H_f(j\omega) \) is the ratio of the gains of voltage channel to the gains of current channel; and \( \hat{I}(j\omega) \) and \( \hat{V}(j\omega) \) are averages of \( M \) periods of current and voltage contaminated by random noise (no GMADC effects), respectively.

Methods to eliminate two kinds of errors in Equation 2 are as follows:

1. For the random noise: The larger the \( M \) is, the lower level the random noise is reduced to, and the longer the testing time. In reality, \( M \) will be selected to satisfy both the prescribed testing time and acceptable noise level.

2. For the GMADC effects: To determine \( H_f(j\omega) \), a known standard resistor \( R_s \) is used as device under test. The result is \( \hat{Z}_w(j\omega) = R_s \cdot H_f(j\omega) \). Then \( H_f(j\omega) = \hat{Z}_w(j\omega)/R_s \). Finally, the \( H_f(j\omega) \) is used to calibrate the left side part of Equation 2; the result is

\[ Z(j\omega) = \hat{Z}(j\omega)/H_f(j\omega) = Z(j\omega), \]  

where \( Z(j\omega) \) is the real impedance value. Thus, an unbiased measurement of MFI is obtained. Note that the right and left channel MFI are calibrated using its own \( H_f(j\omega) \), respectively.

**Validating experiment**

**Resistor–capacitor circuit**

Right and left channels of the proposed system were used to measure the MFI of a resistor–capacitor (RC) circuit consisting of a resistor \( R_s (1200\pm12 \Omega) \) in parallel with a series combination of a resistor \( R_i (8.2\pm0.082 \Omega) \) and a capacitor \( C_m (0.1\pm0.005 \mu F) \). The wiring diagram is shown in Figure 3. A multisine current signal, as presented in Equation 1, with equal nonzero amplitudes on the frequency points of \( [1, 3, 9, 11, ..., 6056, 6059] \) * 10 Hz and with time domain amplitude range of \(-25\pm25 \mu A\), was used as stimuli. Sampling frequency is 2 MHz. The values of \( H_f(j\omega) \) were measured using the same stimuli before impedance measurement of RC circuit. Fifteen periods of stimuli and corresponding stable response signals (sampling time, 1.5 seconds) were sampled and

**Figure 3** Wiring diagram of impedance measurement of a RC combinatorial circuit. **Abbreviations:** BSA, bilaterally symmetrical acupoints; \( C_m \), capacitor; Gnd, electrical ground; MFi, multifrequency impedances; \( P_e \), common electrode; \( P_a \), exciting electrode; \( P_c \), ground electrode; \( P_l \), left side measuring electrode; \( P_r \), right side measuring electrode; RC, resistor–capacitor; \( R_e \), resistor 1; \( R_i \), resistor 2.
Bilateral acupuncture points of Yangxi (LI 5)

One of the functions of acupoint of Yangxi is that it can be used to treat Rhinitis. Two females, one healthy 32-year-old and one 36-year-old patient with rhinitis, were invited as participants.

The five electrodes were positioned as follows: $P_L$ and $P_R$ on the right and left side acupoints of Shangyang (LI1), respectively; $P_C$ on Dazhui; and $P_L$ and $P_R$ on the right and left side acupoints of Yangxi, respectively (see Figure 1). The stimuli, sampling frequency, and sampling duration were as listed in Section 5.1. Before measurement, relative skin sites were cleaned with alcohol, followed by 0.9% NaCl solution. The results are shown in Figure 6 (healthy patient) and Figure 7 (rhinitis patient). The maximum relative errors of magnitude and phase in Figure 6 were 1.1% and 17.1%, respectively. The maximum relative errors of magnitude and phase in Figure 7 were 5.5% and 18.5%, respectively. These results show that imbalanced values between impedances of BSA of Yangxi in the rhinitis patient are greater than those in the healthy patient. It further indicates that the proposed measuring system is very beneficial to accurately detect imbalanced values between impedances.
of BSA, and that these values can stand for some kind of physiological status.

**Discussion**

Because not all current flows along the measured meridian channels, the acquired results are a kind of impedance of a variety of tissues, including measured meridian channels, and reflect a kind of macroscopic electrical property between measured points and the common point. How to limit the exciting current to flow only through the meridian line is still an open problem. But compared with two-electrode, four-electrode or multielectrode methods, the presented five-electrode methods have the advantages of being able to realize the excitation of BSA synchronously and equally, and reliably sense their response signals with less effect from UECI.

This system provides unbiased measurement, according to the result of theoretical derivation presented in Section 4. But actual measurements are biased, and the bias is prone to become larger as the measuring frequency increases, as seen in Figure 5. It is affected mainly by the factors of stray capacitance in circuit system, nonlinear distortion coming from oversized stimuli, unstable direct current power supply system, and so on. All these factors should be fully considered to satisfy the requirements of measurement precision in limited measuring time. In addition, postdigital signal processing is another effective way to acquire more precise measurements.

Validating experiments indicated that the system can measure impedances from 10 Hz to 60 kHz, which cover the impedance frequency range many studies need. According to the hardware configurations in Section 3, our system has the potential to measure impedances up to 1 MHz through further optimizing signal amplification circuit board layouts and other modifications. For the need to measure impedances above 1 MHz, our system still falls short. Compared to the devices used in other studies, our system has the advantage of being able to measure BSA MFI exactly and simultaneously.

More experiments and theoretical analysis are needed to address how to study an imbalanced indicator, which can provide more information on the nature of differences and how the imbalanced indicators are related to internal organs physiological states.

**Conclusion**

The new designed BSA impedance measuring system includes: 1) a new five-electrode scheme used for BSA impedances synchronous measurements and less UECI error measurements; 2) a time-based MFI synchronous testing platform which is capable of arbitrary current waveform generation and a three-channel signal (an input current and two response voltages) simultaneous sampling; and 3) a set of MFI simultaneous unbiased computing algorithms based on special odd multisine current signal input. Preliminary validating experiments suggest that the designed system can synchronously and accurately measure BSA MFI at least in frequency range of 10 Hz to 60 kHz, and compensate for relative technical defects in existing devices. The BSA impedances measured by the designed system are thus more comparable, and the information extracted from them is more abundant and reliable. This system is a reliable impedance testing tool for the study of the relation between energy balance states of BSA and the physiological status of internal organs.
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